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ABSTRACT: Many techniques out there for character recognition and lots of authors have contributed their work on 

character recognition permanently quality document pictures. As way as distorted documents ar involved, solely a 

fewer tries were created that too for Roman scripts. Most of our valuable aged records have distortion. it would be as a 

result of poor maintenance, poor paper quality, blurring of ink and damages done by bookworms. there's a requirement 

to own several of those documents hold on in electronic format to reinforce their life and readability. generally the 

conversion conjointly introduces distortions to the pictures. This paper is a shot to spot major drawback in distorted text 

pictures and to implement a similar exploitation Simulink – Edge dilution technique to observe edges. the most goal of 

edge detection is to find Associate in Nursingd establish sharp discontinuities from a picture that helps to search out the 

perimeters in an input image whereas eliminating the low distinction boundaries. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Edge detection is one of the fundamental steps in image processing, image analysis, image pattern recognition, and 

computer vision techniques. In recent past pattern recognition directly deals computer vision systems, orientation and 

intensity information about edges as primary input for further processing to document identification. The edge can have 

different meaning in various contexts. Accordingly, different edge detection algorithms can recognize edges in different 

forms of representation and each of them can be considered as a genuine edge detection algorithm.   

 Edge thinning is a technique used to remove the unwanted spurious points and filters out unwanted or 

insignificant information in an image. This technique is employed after the image has been filtered for noise [1] to detect 

the edges and after the edges have been smoothed using an appropriate threshold value. This removes all the unwanted 

points and if applied carefully, results in one pixel thick edge elements. If the edge happens to be the boundary of a 

region, then thinning could easily give the image parameters like perimeter without much algebra. 

 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

The edge detection process typically results in an edge map which is usually a binary image.  All images describe the 

major classification of each pixel of the images, as well as some other edge attributes such as magnitude and 

orientation.  Edge detection is a low level operation used in image processing and computer vision applications. The 

main goal of edge detection is to locate and identify sharpdiscontinuities from an image. These discontinuities are due 

to abrupt changes in pixel intensity which characterizes boundaries of objects in a scene [2].   

The main goal of edge detection is to locate and identify sharp discontinuities from an image. These discontinuities are 

due to abrupt changes in pixel intensity which characterizes boundaries of objects in a scene. Edges give boundaries 

between different regions in the image. These boundaries are used to identify objects for segmentation and matching 

purpose [3]. The main of image analysis is to extract meaningful features from image data in order to reduce 
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computational processing cost in higher level processes [4]. Image analysis can be considered as a data reduction 

process and its operations usually focus on reducing image data. 

In First order derivative the input image is convolved by an adapted mask to generate a gradient image in which edges 

are detected by threshold. In second order derivative, these are based on the extraction of zero crossing points which 

indicates the presence of maxima in the image [5]. Since the second order derivative is very sensible to noise, and the 

filtering function is very important. These operators are derived from the Laplacian of a Gaussian (LOG), and proposed 

by Marr and Hildreth, in this, the image is smoothed by a Gaussian filter. For this operator we have to fix some 

parameters such as the variance of the Gaussian filter and thresholds.   

Some methods are available for their automatic computation [7], but in most cases their values have to be fixed by the 

user. A significant problem of LoG is that the localization of edges with an asymmetric profile by zero-crossing points 

introduces a bias which increases with the smoothing effect of filtering [8].   

 

An interesting solution to this problem was proposed by Canny [9] and Shen [10], which says in an optimal operator 

for step edge detection, includes three criteria: good detection, good localization, and only one response to a single 

edge. 

 

III. MAJOR PROBLEM IN DISTORTED TEXT IMAGE 

 

Following are some well-known reasons in distortions of document images that play a fair role in increasing the 

difficulty in recognition [11]. 

 

A. Distortion by Natural calamities 

Due to poor maintenance, ageing of the document (old), damages done by bookworms like silverfish and booklouse, 

disconnection of arbitrary direction due to the presence of foreign material etc., are listed out in this category 

 

B. Distortion in the Paper 

The distortions that come in this category include, Physical distortions like Vertical cuts, hair line holes, coffee stains, 

discolor, yellowing, wrinkles, damaged typeface, point size, spacing and typeset imperfections which are caused by 

slippage can show variations in pressure and position. 

 

C. Distortion during Printing 

Floating inks from facing pages, heavy printing inks spread showing large ink blobs, bleeding and scattering results in 

merging the disjoint characters or components.   Low quality of printing ink usage, light impression on paper, 

unnecessary toner dropout, baseline variations, strikethrough effects and paper defects can be considered as the source 

in this category. 

 

D. Distortions during Scanning 

 Skewness (geometric deformation), wrong threshold, resolution reduction, blur, sensor sensitivity noise, 

sampling, defocusing, low contrast, non-uniform illumination and non-rectilinear camera positioning are the distortions 

that can be positioned in this category. 

 

E. Distortions During photocopiers and fax machines 

 Low quality photocopies, taking photocopy of the already digitized photocopier (not from the original one), 

skew, streaking, shading, noise effect from electronics components, general copier “grunge” caused by a dirty glass or 

background can be considered in this category. 

 

Distorted documents do not include all the ideal properties of a document Li et al. [12] have discussed various defect 

models, their applications and methods for validating document defect models. Over the last few years, a lot of 

importance is being given to the problem of modeling document image defects so that a formal evaluation of the 

different OCR systems can be done. 
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 The methods and algorithms used in the development of these OCRs are often biased by the researcher’s choice of the 

training and the test data sets. As a result, such systems give excellent performance for the data sets chosen by the 

researcher.  

 

In many cases, however, the recognition accuracy falls sharply when even a slightly distorted image is chosen.  

 

The fall in recognition accuracy is often high compared to the visual nature of the distortion, i.e., the distortion as 

perceived by the human eye. It has, therefore, been felt necessary to model the defects quantitatively and experiment 

with extensive simulation to determine the nature of image defects that result in higher failure rate. 

 

 There exist different steps for recognition of distorted documents. For each distortion type, we devise a unique system 

with its own set of steps.  

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

The Step by Step implementation procedure using  the edge detection - Simulink block, for given distorted document 

images to detect resultant edges  help us to explain each design in detail.  

 

Step 1: The Edge Detection Block enable to Simulink library Browser to process Video and Image Processing 

Blockset. (Fig.1)  

 

Step 2 :  Select Parameters Method as “Sobel”  

 

Step 2.1 : Choose output mode as binary. 

 

Step 2.1.1: Check threshold value as user define  

factor 

 

Step 2.1.2: Check Edge thinning to thin the  

unwanted edges. 

 

 

 
 

Fig.1. Edge Detection Block of Simulink Library 
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Fig.2. Threshold Scale factor Detector for Edge Thinning  using Sobel 

 

Step 3:  Construct various connection action blocks using Video viewer to find edges (Fig.3)  
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Final Edge Detection Simulation Model using Sobel Method 

 

Step 4: Construct a block to load input file with the property block name of “Image from File”.    
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Fig. 4. Heavily Printed Distorted Image File Loaded in Simulation 

 

Step 5: Linking input image happens in this block which executes Color space conversion (Fig 5)  

Step 5.1: Image data type conversion happens at this stage.  

Step 6: Selection of Sobel Edge detection takes place   

Step 7: Boolean operation result to output file.  

Step 8: Double click generate code & create project operation to create respective coding for the blocks. 

 
Fig. 5. Rendering GUI Model for Distorted Input Image 

 

Step 9: Build the project.  

Step 10: By Double-click loading and running option results will be displayed in the screen 

 

Execution of Simulink-Sobel model results three different operational dialogue windows.  Sample heavily printed input 

image is loaded in “Image from file” as mentioned in  Fig 3 with the name “TMW2” as  shown in  Fig 4.  Processed 

image dialogue windows evident for edge detection as noted in Fig 6.  Expected reconstructed heavily printed distorted 

document after gray scale processing is shown in Fig 7.  A gray scale image conversion adds value to resultant 

document. 
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Fig.6. Edge Thinning Document Image after Edge Detection processing 

 

 
 

Fig.7. Reconstructed Heavily Printed Distorted Image after Gray Scale Processing 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

 The proposed method proves to perform well regardless of the intensity differences between foreground and 

background. Especially we have used edge thinning over heavily printed characters to satisfy the fundamental 

requirement of thinning know as quality of thinned result.  This process can remove irregularities in letters and in turn, 

make the recognition simpler because they only have to operate on one pixel wide. It also reduces the memory space 

required for storing the information about the input characters and no doubt, this process reduces the processing time 

too. This can be used in almost all the types of distortions to identify the original character structure. The resultant 

Reconstructed Heavily Printed Distorted Image after Gray Scale Processing evident the same.  
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